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Summary/Abstract 

The object of this study was to verify the pain reducing effect of the “Crystal Plaster”. This 

is a specific plaster made from dermatological proved material with a central circular spot 

of glue with fine quartz crystals embedded on the dermal side. A quantity of 93 patients 

with chronic pain at the vertebral column could be recruited for this study. 

The pain sensation of the patients was registered as a value between zero and ten on the 

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). In all phases of the study, the pain at rest was regarded 

separately from the pain felt in motion. No correlation of these different pain assessments 

was found. 

o In general patients reported relief of pain, but single persons told about one step 

increase of the VAS value after the Crystal Plaster application. Side effects by 

application and wearing the Crystal Plaster were slightly and did not exclude a use 

over several months. 

o After one day of application of plaster the elevated average was 70% of the pain at 

rest as well as in motion indicated at the beginning of the study.  

o After three month of Crystal Plaster application the VAS values communicated by the 

patients refer to about 50% and after doubling these times to near 40% of the average 

of initial pain intensity. This finding counts with only minor difference for pain at rest 

and in motion. 

o To gain evidence for a special contribution of the quartz crystals, Crystal Plaster were 

compared to similar constructed plaster with spheres of glass in the spot of glue 

(Placebo Plaster): A detailed examination revealed, that the Crystal Plaster have a 

significantly stronger pain reducing effect on non-degenerative forms of rheumatism 

along the backbone. In addition, the ease of pain at rest is correlated to that of pain in 

motion regarding the individual patient wearing Crystal Plaster for one day. The 

appropriate effect of the Placebo Plaster appears more randomly. 

o For the long-time application of Crystal Plaster, no data of a control plasters are 

available. Nevertheless, the continuous effect during six months by reducing the pain 

sensation by 60% of the initial value, and the clear effect reported by 55% of the 

users, exclude, that these findings with Crystal Plaster can be rated solely as a 

Placebo Effect. The degree of pain relief by Crystal Plaster is even in the range of 

proven pharmaceutical pain treatments. 
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o A partial explanation for the pain releasing effect of Crystal Plaster is surely the role of 

plaster as strong mediators of self-healing mechanisms: This Placebo Effect is 

involved in every kind of treatment. To explain the physiology of any kind of peripheral 

pain control, the Gate Control Theory is discussed. 

 

The pronounced effect of Crystal Plaster may be enhanced by the specific plaster design 

in combination with its selective placement at the neuralgic sites, which is supervised by 

experienced osteopaths. 
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1. Introduction and Intention 

Rheumatic diseases are always in the focus for new methods of treatment, because of the 

high incidence, the variety, the related chronic pain which is accompanied by loss of 

mobility. 

Reviewing the treatment of rheumatic diseases in different culture areas it was registered, 

that frequently methods are used, which include biogenic crystals. This led to the idea, to 

fix finely ground quartz crystals to a solid support. This Crystal Plaster named plaster 

makes it easy to glue the crystals concentrated and focused on the skin directly at the 

painful area of the locomotion system and the vertebral column. 

Preliminary tests with patients using the crystal dotted Crystal Plaster, which is placed at 

neuralgic points of their skeleton had caused a clear reduction of pain. 

The idea how these piezoelectric crystals effect the pain perception is: The crystals 

generate electric fields by moves of the skin. These fields cushion the free ends of the 

neural pain fibres (nozi-receptors) or they prevent the stimulation. 

This model is based on the Gate Control Theory, which means that a stimulation of the 

peripheral mechano-receptors at the Aß-fibers can modulate the pain perception at the 

level of the spinal cord (Melzack und Well 1965). 

The present study at patients with diseases of the rheumatic type is designed to verify the 

specific effect of the Crystal Plaster in a double-blind, Placebo controlled study and to 

document the outcome of a long-time application. 

Open studies with Crystal Plaster in 2003 and with 34 patients in Sweden had suggested 

that the effect occurs within one day. For this reason, the double-blind study with 93 

patients was planned for just 24 hours. 

To see the prolonged effect of Crystal Plaster on pain relief the patients were coached for 

further three to six month by telephone. 

These studies were performed in 2006 to 2007. The effect of the plaster in pain relief was 

obvious, but an evidence for a specific effect of the plaster with the quartz crystals was 

missing. 

In the following years, the Placebo effect established acceptance as a fundamental 

element of nearly all healing processes (Brody und Brody 2002, Pacheco-Lopez et al. 

2006, Zhang et al. 2008). 

This awareness is familiar to practitioners, but was underrated yet by scientists. This 

increased appraisal was the reason to present a delayed but detailed evaluation of the 

substantial data from our studies on the effect of Crystal Plaster on pain relief. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Crystal Plaster 

The Crystal Plaster consists of a 50 x 25 mm piece of non-woven flies with a central 

application of glue with 10 mm diameter. The components are established in plaster 

production and approved in dermatology as a certificate shows (see Addendum 6.0 Tape 

Specification). The central dot of glue contains the finely grounded quartz crystals. 

The Placebo Plaster is constructed identically, but the application is dotted with spheres of 

glass of identical size (Manufacturer 3M) instead of the crystals. These spheres of glass 

have due to the amorphous structure no piezoelectric properties, which is opposite to the 

quartz crystals. 
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2.2.  Test Setup (see Addendum 6.1) 

The design of the study on the Crystal Plaster included four test: 

o Test 1: Application for one hour, to evaluate how if patients can discriminate between 

the plaster with crystals and glass spheres. 

o Test 2: Application for 24 hours, to evaluate if the patients can discriminate between 

the plaster with crystals and glass spheres. 

o Test 3: A study after three month of Crystal Plaster use, to evaluate the contentment 

of the patients/customers. 

o Test 4: A study after six month of Crystal Plaster use, to evaluate the contentment of 

the patients/customers. 

2.3. Patients 

In 2006 in Finland (Vaasa SAS Region) persons with diseases of rheumatic type were 

recruited by invocations in newspaper articles. The participants had to have painful 

discomfort for at least three months at different parts of the spinal column. About 10% of 

the volunteers did not satisfy the requirements and were excluded. 

The average age of the selected participants was about 55 years. This meets the typical 

age of manifestation of diseases of rheumatic type (s. Table 1 right side), but twice as 

much women as men (Middle of Table 1) were included in this study. 

Because of the large variety of manifestations of rheumatic diseases, detailed information 

on the symptoms was collected (Table 1 left side). To obtain statistically relevant numbers 

in all test (s. 2.6) the patients with degenerative arthritis (40%) were compared to all 

persons with other types of rheumatic diseases, like Spondylosis, Acute Arthritis, Myositis, 

Tendinitis or Tendosynovitis. 

Table 1: Demography and symptoms (right side) of the patients in this study 

 

The question about current treatment of the chronic pain revealed, that 19% used 

Paracetamol, 71% NDAID, 10% other drugs. But 95% of the patients received no specific 

treatment of the rheumatic disorders. 
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2.4. Test Procedure  

Details of the medical evaluation of the patients by a medic, their separation into two 

groups and the random handout of plaster with and without crystals can be seen from 

Addendum 6.2. 

2.5. Test Parameters  

Addendum 6.3 is the list of details that have been acquired from the patients during this 

study. 

Central parameter of this study is the measuring of pain sensation of the participants. To 

evaluate the degree of pain sensed at rest and in motion, the patients were asked to 

relate the intensity of pain to one of eleven areas on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) 

graded from 0 (no pain) to 10 (infernal). 

VAS is a scientifically established method of pain rating. Its results correlate to that of 

more sophisticated measurements of pressure and resistance at the skin. VAS is 

recognized as the best approach to pain sensation of patients, which eludes 

measurements by apparatus (Anderson et al. 1994, Jeon et al. 2014). To gain reliable 

results despite the implicit 20% impression of VAS ratings, the number of participants 

should at least 20 (Affaitati et al. 2013). These requirements were met in all groups of this 

study, except one group of arthritis patients (n=14) in the one-day test.  

2.6. Statistical Methods  

The Chi²-Test was used to compare the distribution of the VAS values in different classes 

for two groups or experimental times. The calculated Chi²-value indicates the ratio of 

exact match (given in percent) of these two distributions.  

Requirements for application of this statistical method are identical size of the samples in 

both groups and in four out of five single classes the number must be greater than five. To 

achieve this requirement, the eleven classes of pain evaluation by VAS have been 

reduced to six by summing up two adjacent classes. This can be regarded as an 

acknowledgement of the subjectivity and the variability of the VAS values. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Effect of Plasters 

3.1.1. Effects, Side Effects and Compliance 

The fundamental question of this study was the effect of the plaster on the pain sensation 

of the patients. A basic topic is the occurrence of non-desirable side effects of the 

plasters, like redness of the skin or even allergic reaction to the glue. 

As Table 2 shows, the number of patients reporting reduced pain compared to start of the 

study increases with duration of application. The ratio is 90% at six month use of Crystal 

Plaster. 

The number of side effects raises with application time, but the minor affections are no 

reason to cease the application. The high compliance is evident form the fact that after 

three month 90% of the initial recruited patients still used Crystal Plaster. Even after six 

months’ application the ratio of compliance was 67% and the missing data are due to end 

of application, but also to failed contact, and missing plaster support. 
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Table 2: Personal impressions of the patients about the pain relief and the side effects of 

plaster application 

 

It can be depicted from Figure 1, that the patients had no correlation between pain at rest 

and pain during moving. Patients with pain in motion, but none at rest have been included. 

The opposite was only indicated by one person. 

At this base, all effects of the plaster have been analysed separately for the categories 

pain at rest and pain in motion. 

 

Figure 1: Relation of VAS data of the pain in motion (y-value) and the VAS at rest (x-

value) for each patient, respectively, at start of the study. Values from 93 patients were 

available. 

3.1.2. Relation of effect and the number of plaster applied  

Figure 2 shows the number-related effect of the plaster on the pain sensation. In random 

distribution three and more (up to eight) plaster have been attached to the neuralgic points 

of the patients. All but one patient reported lower VAS values after 24 hours of application. 

Based on the reported change of VAS data, no significant relation can be observed 

between the number of plaster and the effect on pain sensation (Correlation R² < 0,01). 

The same finding holds as well for the pain at rest as in motion (Fig. 2A and 2B). 
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Figure2: Effect of the number of applied plaster (x-axis) on the pain sensation, as 

measured by the change of VAS value after 24 hours application (y-axis) as well for the 

pain at rest (Fig. 2A) as in motion (Fig. 2B). Values from 93 patients are plotted. 

3.2. Shorttime Effects  

3.2.1. Effect of the Crystals: Comparing Plaster with Spheres and with 
Crystal Pads 

3.2.1.1. The Effect Regarding the VAS-Data 

The comparing study of plasters with quartz crystals and with glass spheres, which serve 

as Placebo, cover the pain sensation (taken as VAS) after one hour and 24 hours’ 

application (see Test 1 and Test 2 in Appendix 6.1 and 6.2). 

 

As listed in Table 4, initially all groups of patients referred similar pain situations: Patients 

with Placebo Plasters had an average VAS value of 5.1 at rest and 6.7 in motion, patients 

with Crystal Plaster had 4.8 and 6.2 average VAS, respectively.  

The distribution of VAS data for the pain in motion has a high conformity (92%), but that of 

the VAS data at rest revealed only 4% conformity and this is close to a significant 

difference. 

With application of the different plasters the patients report a reduced pain sensation, as 

the VAS average values indicate (see Table 4). 

The treatment with the plasters result in nearly identical VAS values in corresponding 

groups:  

After one hour Sphere Plaster application are the values 4.4 and 5.3, respectively and 

after one day 3.5 and 4.6, respectively. With one hour Crystal Plaster application, the 

values are 4.7 and 5.2, at rest and move respectively and after one day 3.4 and 4.6, 

respectively. 

A common feature of all plaster applications is the difference in time relation of the effects 

on pain at rest and move, respectively: Regarding the pain at rest, the highly significant 

pain reducing effect is observed after 24 hour of plaster application (s. Chi²-yalue<1% 

testing t versus to). Focusing on the pain in motion one hour of application had a highly 
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significant effect, but the pain reducing effect does not improve significantly with 

consequent application (s. Chi²-yalue<1% testing t versus t-1). 

The general distribution of the basic VAS data reveals no significant discrimination in pain 

reducing effect of plaster with glass spheres or with quartz crystals. In a second, detailed 

approach we evaluated the effects of the plasters in relation to time, on single patients, 

the kind and the location of the pain at the backbone. 

Table 3: Change of VAS after 24 hours’ application (Test 2) related to the VAS values 

indicated before start of the test. Upper row effect of Placebo Plaster (n=46), and that of 

Crystal Plaster (n=47); changes in pain sensation during rest, lower pain in motion. 
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3.2.1.2. Plaster Effects regarding the Intensity of Pain  

To have a view on the individual reaction of the persons, Figure 3 shows the change in 

pain sensation after 24 hours of Placebo or Crystal Plaster application in relation to the 

appropriate basic VAS value. This is plotted separately for pain at rest and in motion. 

A reduction of pain, related to the severity of pain, is the unique reaction upon plaster 

application in both situations: Several patients report no effect, but only single persons 

indicate a minimum increase of pain (one step of VAS).  

The Crystal Plaster seems to show effect at minor pain sensation, different to the Placebo 

Plaster as indicated by the intercept of the trend line. 

 

 

Figure 3: The plaster effect on the individual pain sensation in motion is plotted versus 

that appropriate change on pain at rest for the Placebo (left, n=46) and the Crystal Plaster 

(right graph, n=47). 
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3.2.1.3. Reaction Pattern of the Patients 

To have an information on the response of individual persons, the effect of plater 

application at rest is related to the appropriate change of pain in motion. Figure 4 shows 

the paired values for 46 patients with Placebo Plaster and 47 persons wearing Crystal 

Plaster. 

Differences in the reaction pattern of the patients between Placebo Plaster and Crystal 

Plaster are indicated by the regression lines calculated on the basis of these combined 

values: 

Placebo Plaster exhibits a clearer effect on the pain in 

motion, compared to the rest. 

With Crystal Plaster the effect on pain at rest and in motion is similar for a given person. 

This is obvious from the slope m=0,75 of the line and the correlation factor R²=0.42 

indicates, that it holds good for many patients. 

 

3.2.1.4. Effect of Plaster on different forms of rheumatic diseases 

As listed in the right part of Table 1, individual information on the symptoms and the 

localisation of the pain were collected (see Addendum 6.3 Test Parameter). 

To have groups of five and more persons for relevant statistics, the patients with 

rheumatic arthritis as a degenerative disease were take as one group (indicated rA), all 

with other forms of disease like Spondylitis, Arthritis or Myositis, were summarized in a 

second group (aF). 

 

 

The results of this approach is listed in Table 2. To increase the statistically impact of the 

data, the effect of the plater (measured as VAS change) was assigned to three classes: 

No effect (change 0), moderate (change -1 or -2) and clear effect (change -3 and more). 

3.2.1.5. VAS Changes at Different Forms of Disease 

The group of persons applying Placebo Plaster consisted of 23 with rheumatic arthritis 

and 23 with other forms of disease. But in the group receiving Crystal Plaster distributed 

into 14 with rheumatic arthritis and 33 with other forms of disease. For comparison, all 

groups were normalized to 23 participants. 

The summary on the right side of Table 2 reveals, that in both disease-related groups the 

effect on pain at rest and in motion is quite similar (conformity 50% and more), except the 

Placebo Plaster with patient with rheumatic arthritis, with clearly pronounced effect on 

pain in motion. 

At the bottom of Table 2 the comparison of Crystal Plaster and Placebo Plaster reveals no 

significant difference in the effect regarding patients with rheumatic arthritis after 24 hours 

of application. 

Different is the outcome regarding the group of patients with other forms of disease: The 

moderate effect of Crystal Plaster contributes to better result in pain reduction, especially 

in motion (similar at 1% probability). Even at rest the probability of similar effect is only 

7%. 
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Table 4: The pain reducing effect after 24 hours application of Placebo Plaster (Part A) 

and Crystal Plaster (Part B), listed for kind and localisation of disease, separated for pain 

at rest (Rest) and in motion (Mobil). Classification of results as no (VAS-Difference 0), 

moderate (-1 or -2) and clear effect (-3 and more). 
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 The inconsistent results in Table 4 lead to the evaluation of the individual reaction of the 

patients related to the groups of different forms of disease. 

In Figure 4 the relation of pain reduction in motion is plotted versus the one at rest for the 

Placebo Plaster (upper) and Crystal Plaster (lower graphs) according to Figure 4, but 

separatly for the rheumatic arthritis and the other forms of disease. 
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Figure 4: Disease-related diagram of the combined effect of 24 hours’ plaster application 

on pain sensation (change of VAS). 

The relation of pain reduction in motion is plotted versus the one at rest for the Placebo 

Plaster (upper, n=23 and 23) and Crystal Plaster (lower graphs, n=14 and 33) separated 

for the rheumatic arthritis (left row) and the other forms of disease (right row). 

With Crystal Plaster the stringent effect on pain at rest and move is equal for both groups 

of diseases, as indicated by the trend-lines in the lower graphs. The patients having 

rheumatic arthritis with Placebo Plaster react in different ways: Either they experience 

mainly a reduction of the pain at rest or they solely influence pain in motion. The patients 

with other forms of disease react in the diffuse way seen in Figure 4A. 
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3.3. Long-time Effect of Crystal Plaster 

To continue the 24 hours study, all patients were supplied for three, even six months with 

Crystal Plaster. The evaluation of the pain sensation at these times were recorded as VAS 

values (see Table 5). 

3.3.1. General Effect of the Crystal Plaster Application 

The average VAS values of all patients applying plaster for the available times, separated 

for pain at rest and in motion are plotted in Figure 5A and 5B. 

 

 

Figure 5: The VAS values of all patients at the corresponding times of Crystal Plaster 

application were averaged (MW), the standard deviation (SD) calculated and related to 

the average of day 0 (% ratio). Part A shows at the left side the values of pain at rest and 

Part B at right side that of the pain in motion (n= 93 until 1 day, 83 at 3 months and 63 at 6 

months). 
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A continuous pain reduction with time of application is the uniform effect of plaster 

application. The average of VAS values is one unit of the scale higher for the pain in 

motion, compared to the pain at rest, but each variation is high. 

The observed reduction of pain is similar for both categories: After one day, the average is 

70% of the initial value, after three months 50% and after six month application 40%. 

The high number of patients in this study make these changes highly significant at the 1% 

probability-level, despite the 88% variation, as listed in Table 5.  

3.3.2. Patient-Related Effect of Crystal Plaster Application 

The effect of a treatment on the individual patient, which may be classified, is an important 

criterion besides the general effect, seen from the tendency of the average VAS values 

(see Figure 5). 

The effect of long-time application of Crystal Plaster is presented in Figure 6, for 49 

patients, which used it continuously. To indicate different reaction pattern of the patients 

the VAS data were classified as no effect (VAS change >=0), moderate (-1, -2) or 

significant (<-2).  

 

Figure 6: Changes of the VAS data after appropriate application time. Classes: No effect 

(>=0), moderate (-1, -2) and significant (<-2) reduction of pain sensation at rest and in 

motion, respectively. 

Regarding the ratio of patients reporting a significant reduction at rest and in motion, to 

avoid influence of momentary alterations, in both situations an increase of these group is 

obvious: Starting at 15% at one-hour application, having 25% after one day, it reaches 

55% at three months. An opposing trend reveals the group of ”non-responders”: 70% after 

one hour, but only 45% after one day, about 20% after three and even 15% after six 

months. 

Table 5 is a list of classified VAS data for all times and conditions of both plaster 

applications examined. At the bottom of the list the results of the statistical evaluation by 

Chi²-Test are presented. Due to the high number of participants even slight changes are 

significant, except the ”improvement” from three to six months. 
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Table 5: Discrimination of the pain reducing effect of the plaster (Placebo and Ctystal 

Plaster) by the kind of disease: Degenerative arthritis is opposed to other forms of 

rheumatic diseases. The VAS data were collected after various times of plaster 

application and separate for pain at rest (Part A) and in motion (Part B). 

 

* Chi²-Test using values, that have been normalised to 56 participants. 

t versus t-1: Comparing a certain distribution to that of the time before 

t versus to: Comparing a certain distribution to that of the initial interrogation. 
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The graphic presentation of the three-months effect of Crystal Plaster application in 

Figure 7 reveals the nearly identical response to pain at rest (left graph) compared to pain 

in motion (right) interrogated from 83 patients. The intercepts of the trend-lines reflect a 

measurable effect only at more intense pain sensation. 

Even after three months of application only few patients report an increase in pain. As 

mentioned above, some patients have been recruited having only pain when moving. 

 

Figure 7: Effect of three-months Crystal Plaster application, presented as change in pain 

sensation (VAS, y-axis) in rest (left) and in motion (right) related to the initial data (x-axis) 

from 83 patients. 

 

3.3.3. Kinetics of Effects by long-time Plaster Application 

From Figure 6 it can be seen, that significant pain reducing effects during the one-day 

application are reported by 15% of the persons, but this is in the range of the expectable 

Placebo effect. During the following application time, a Crystal Plaster related effect 

develops, that leads to significant pain reduction at 55% of the patients after six months. 

The assess the patient related changes of VAS data for the period following one-day 

application, the changes after three months have been correlated to that seen after one-

day (see Figure 8), separately for pain in motion and pain at rest. 

Regarding the effect on pain at rest in this period (upper graph), three groups of patients 

can be characterised: 

o Non-responding patients after one day, which report slight increase of pain afterwards. 

o Non-responding patients after one day, which experience during the weeks significant 

pain relief, 

o Patients responding moderately after one day, which report a further reduction of pain. 

Looking at pain sensation in motion (lower graph) two groups can be described: 

o Non or moderately responding patients after one day, that experience on long-time 

application a pain relief, 

o Clearly responding persons after one day, which report no further effect. In some 

cases, they cannot confirm the effect of the plaster after three months.
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Figure 8: Relation of the long-time effect of plaster application (y-value) on pain at rest 

(left graph) and in motion (right) to the short-time effects after one day application (x-

Value), presented as changes in VAS. 

The related response of patients to the long-time application of Crystal Plaster regarding 

pain at rest and in motion is illustrated by Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9: The patient related plot of ”late” changes in pain sensation (VAS) in motion (y-

axis) in relation to that of pain at rest (x-axis), calculated for the period of Crystal Plaster 

application between one day and three months (n=83) 

Striking is the small group of patients, which reports of a return of pain at rest as well as in 

motion after an initial relief.  

All other patients experience a stringent and correlated pain releasing plaster application 

regarding pain at rest and in motion. This effect is similar to that found after one day 

application of Crystal Plaster (see Figure 4, right graph).  
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Test-related Challenges of this Study 

Topic of these study was to verify the pain-relieving effect of special plaster, named 

Crystal Plaster. These small plasters have a spot of glue dotted with quartz crystals. The 

selected field of application was long-lasting pain at different regions of the backbone.  

To assess the special effect of the quartz crystals in alleviation of pain at rest and in 

motion, a Placebo-controlled, double-blind study was undertaken.  

Two factors made this study very intricate: 

First of all the evaluation of pain sensation is only an approximation, because this is a 

subjective feeling. There are many attempts to introduce measurable parameters, but the 

rating of pain by the patients using the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) fits best to the 

complex problems (Zhang et al. 2008). 

Second challenge of this study is the application of the quartz crystals via a spot on the 

dermal side of a convenient plaster. But plasters are per se a strong mediator of the 

Placebo Effect, which means the stimulation of the endogenous mechanisms of self-

healing. 

In studies dealing with pain sensation the Placebo-Effect has to be rated about 30 to 

35% of any treatment (Rudofky et al. 1989, Bruxelle 1994, Keitel et al. 2001, Mease et al. 

2014). 

4.2. Pain-relieving Effect of the Plaster 

The pain-relieving effect of plaster with time of application is visible in Figure 6. The 

averaged VAS data of all patients are plotted for the different periods of application. This 

approach showed no significant difference between Crystal Plaster and the Placebo 

Plaster (Table 3).  

The pain reducing effect at rest and in motion of about 30% of the VAS average within 

one day is more than to be expected from the standard variation of initial evaluation. This 

one-day effect is similar to the expectable Placebo-effect of plasters. 

A significant pain-relieving effect at rest and in motion of 50% after three and even 60% 

after six month of plaster application is deduced from the average VAS data. This degree 

of effect on pain-releaf is above any Placebo-Effect and equal to any other kind of 

treatment of chronical pain (Kern et al. 2013, Mease et al 2014, Likar et al 2015). 

To elucidate in which way the reaction of decent persons contributes to the over-all effect, 

the number of patients, that show a significant pain-relieving effect is evaluated. These 

persons are rated as responders to the treatment under investigation. As can be seen 

from Figure 7, the group of responders raises to 55% during six months of application, 

while only 10% have to be regarded as non-responders. This effectiveness is comparable 

to pharmaceutical treatment of pain: 61% Responder at topical application of Capsacin 

(42% with Placebo, Keitel et al. 2001), 66% with Lidocain- and 61% with Pregabalin-

Pflastern (Baron et al. 2009). 

4.3. Specific Effects of Crystal Plaster  

As mentioned above, the comparison of the VAS data from the double-blind study 

revealed no obvious difference in the one day effect between the Placebo Plaster with 

glass spheres and the Crystal Plaster. 

A person-related graph of changes in VAS data at rest and in motion, respectively, reveal 

only slight differences for the two types of plasters (see Figure 3A to 3D).  
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Regarding the related effect of plaster on individual pain sensation at rest and in motion, 

as shown in Figure 4, remarkable differences become obvious in the effect of the Crystal 

Plaster compared to the Placebo Plaster:  

The application of Crystal Plaster leads to a similar reaction regarding alleviation of pain at 

rest and in motion. Patients using Placebo Plaster report more effect on pain at rest, but 

few correlation to pai in motion. 

This related effect of Crystal Plaster in pain relieve can be regarded as a special feature of 

the  quartz crystals, because it is based on the data from 46 patients each.  

Additional evidence comes from the finding that this pattern of related reaction was found 

for the period one-day to three months Crystal Plaster application (Figure 9). 

4.4. Effect of Plaster at Different Forms of Rheumatic Diseases 

A detailed investigation of the plaster effect on the pain in relation to the kind of rheumatic 

disease, as listed in Table 3, reveals even after one-day application differences of Crystal 

Plaster and the sphere dotted Placebo Plaster. The trend lines in Figure 5 elucidate again 

the related effect on pain at rest and in motion of the Crystal Plaster  

As can be seen from Table 3 that many non-degenerative forms of disease are located at 

the shoulder and the hip, having important joints. Placing Crystal Plaster at these body 

parts results in an effective pain reduction. This fits to the observation of healers, that the 

application of Crystal Plaster at knees and elbows, as well as other kind of joints, reveals 

a clear alleviation of pain.  

 

4.5. Effect of the Quartz Crystals 

The quartz crystals fixed to the Crystal Plaster have piezo electrical properties. The 

feature will work best, when fixed on skin near to joints, because the moves cause a 

stretching of the plaster: This leads to deformation and thus electrical response of the 

quartz crystals. Result is a change in the electric field at the skin at the point of 

application. 

This located stimulus at the surface may contribute to a suppression of peripheral pain 

according to the Gate Control Theory (Melzack und Wall 1965, Peláez und Taniguchi 

2016). This specific attribute of Crystal Plaster offers the explanation, why a long-time and 

repeated application has an ongoing effect at many patients. 

The design of the plaster might even contribute to the effect of the plaster. The size 50 x 

25 mm of Crystal Plaster is small, compared to plaster of similar application. Emphasised 

by the central spot of glue the plasters give a locally limited stimulus. From Figure 2 it can 

be deduced that even few, at pain-relevant points placed plaster serve best for reducing 

the pain sensation. 
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6. Appendix: Details of Material and Test Procedure  

6.1. Tape Specification by the producer 

First of all I can assure you that the tape is very much suitable for as tape to be applied to 
skin. The tape you get from us, is the very same as our own Scanpor Surgical Tape. 
The only difference is that you get it in large rolls, while our Scanpor rolls are small. 
We sell that tape all over the world because of its combination of sticking properties and 
sensibility. Thus we sell the tape to the US, where it is a component in the Allergy test 
device Finn Chambers on Scanpor (enclosure). Being and allergy test device it is 
essential that the tape itself does not cause allergy. 
 
Regarding the specific questions: 
Skin Irritation & allergy: True allergy and skin irritation are 2 different things: Allergy can 
occur, but then the patient has a general allergy to all such tapes (3m Micropore, 
Leukopore Beierdsorf etc). True allergy is actually very seldom. Skin Irritation can for  
instant be a reaction when peeling off the tape.  
 
Best regards 
Helge Muggerud, hmuggerud@norgesplaster.no 
Norgesplaster AS, P.O.Box 85, N-4702 Vennesla, Norway 
Tel: + 47 38 15 22 00   Fax: +47 38 15 22 22   homepage: www.norgesplaster.no 

6.2. Test Setup 

From the beginning it was planned that the tests would include the following: 

• Test 1: A one hour test to see if the patient could notice a difference between Placebo 
and the real Crystal Plaster. 

• Test 2:  A 24 hour test to see if the patient could notice a difference between Placebo 
and the real Crystal Plaster. 

• Test 3: A three months test to determine the customer satisfaction after 3 months with 

the real Crystal Plaster. 

• Test 4: A six months test to see the customer satisfaction after 6 months with the real 

Crystal Plaster. 

6.3. Test procedure  

• Test 1 and 2 were conducted at SAS Radisson Vasa. The patients were divided 

into two groups, with one group were tested in the morning and the second group 

in the afternoon. The test personnel consisted of two testers from Crystal Plaster 

Ltd and doctor Michael Eklund, chief physician in physical therapy at the Malmska 

Hospital in Pietarsaari, Finland. 

• The tests began by informing the test persons about the test procedure. 

• The doctor filled-in the form containing V1 through V10, see Test Parameters. 

• Tester No 1 chose to give each patient patches from one of the two different patch 

boxes. The patches were labelled 1 or 2. Tester No 1 did not know which of the 

patches were genuine or placebo. Tester No 1 filled V11 through V13. 

• After some time Tester No 2 interviewed the patients and filled in V14 through V17. 

• The following day the patient and Tester No 2 met again at the Radisson SAS 

Vaasa. The tester filled in V18 through V21 in the form. 

• Test 3 took place three months later. Tester No 2 and No 3 (from Valioravinto) 

were then interviewing all the test persons over telephone and thereafter filled in 

V22 through V26. 

• Test 4 took place after the CP had been used for 6 months. Tester No 2 and No 3 

filled in V27 through V32 after interviewing all the test persons over telephone. 

mailto:hmuggerud@norgesplaster.no
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Some data are missing, for various reasons; in the documentation of variables V22 to 

V32 e.g. the patient stopped using the patches because they did not work; and in 

some other cases the test persons ran out of patches before the completion of the 

test.  

6.4. Test parameters 

Test 1-3  - documentation of all participants

V1 Patient number (consecutive numbers regardless of gender)

V2 Age

V3 Sex (Male = 1, Female = 2)

V4 Disease group (Arthros = 1, spondylosis = 2, Arthrit = 3 Myositis, Tendinid, Tenosynovitis = 4)

V5 Location of (main) dysfunction  (Neck Vertebrae Column = 1, Shoulder = 2, Dorsal Column= 3, 

Lumbar Spine = 4, Large Joints = 5, Small Joints = 6)

V6 Current (main) pain medication. Paracetamol = 1, NSAIDs = 2, Euforic pain medication/opiate=3,

Antidepressant = 4, Medical specified against neurogenic pain = 5, combinations of the above = 6

V7 Rheumatoid medication (Yes = 1, No = 2)

V8 Pain assessment (VAS) at rest when applying the patch. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal  pain)

V9 Pain assessment (VAS) in motion when applying the patch. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal  pain)

V10 Pain medication the day of the patch was applied (1 = Yes, 2 = No)

V11 Patch type applied 1 or 2 (to be completed by the test personnel during application)

V12 Patch placement. Neck Vertebrae Column = 1, Shoulder = 2,  Dorsal Column = 3, 

Lumbar Spine=4, Large Joints= 5, Small Joints=6) 

V13 Number of patches on patient

V14 Pain assessment (VAS) at rest for one hour. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V15 Pain assessment (VAS) in motion after an hour. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V16 Pain relief after 1 hour. Yes = 1, No = 2

V17 Side effects after 1 hour. Yes = 1, No = 2

V18 Pain assessment (VAS) at rest after 24 hours. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V19 Pain assessment (VAS) in motion after 24 hours. (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V20 Pain relief after 24 hours. Yes = 1, No = 2

V21 Side effects after 24 hours. Yes = 1, No = 2

Documented after 3 months of use.

V22 Patch use.  Regularly = 1, Sometimes = 2, Stopped due to no effect = 3

V23 Pain assessment (VAS) at rest during the last 2 weeks (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V24 Pain assessment (VAS) in motion during the last 2 weeks (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V25 Pain relief after 3 months. Yes = 1, No = 2

V26 Side effects after 3 months. Yes = 1, No = 2

Test 4: Documented for each participant after 6 month of use

V27 Pain assessment(VAS) at rest during the last 2 weeks (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V28 Pain assessment(VAS) in motion during the last 2 weeks (0 = pain, 10 = infernal pain)

V29 Patch use. Regularly = 1, Sometimes = 2, Stopped due to no effect = 3

V30 Pain relief. Yes = 1, No = 2

V31 Side effects, Yes = 1, No = 2

V32 Patient has stopped using the patch. Yes = 1 No = 2

Test 5: The testing was limited to one question.

Which patch is the best? Patch 1 = 1, Patch 2 = 2, No difference = 3  
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